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Field & Fundraising
OFFICIAL SDP RACES
In 2018, Sister District supported 32 races. This included 25 races with full field 
support and fundraising (one special election and 24 races in general elections), 
three Sister District alumna seeking reelection (fundraising only), and four digital-
only endorsements. 
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$763,443Total raised for 
all candidates

$22.37
Average 
donation

$27,562.02
Median rasied 
per candidate

7.01%
Median percentage of 
total candidate raise 
attributable to SDP

47,888
Doors

160,142
Dials

273,111
Postcards

278,750
Texts

2,660
Volunteer hours
(18 doors/hr)

6,406
Volunteer hours
(25 calls/hr)

27,311
Volunteer hours
(10 cards/hr)

1,858
Volunteer hours
(150 texts/hr)

38,235Total volunteer 
field hours

80.60%
Of fundraising 
went to women 
candidates

40.77%
Of fundraising went 
to candidates of 
color

11.05%
Of fundraising 
went to LGBTQ 
candidates

54.75%
Of fundraising went 
to races decided by 
5% or less

73.68%
Of canvassing was 
for races decided 
by 5% or less

56.55%
Of phonebanking was 
for races decided by 
5% or less



UNOFFICIAL FUNDRAISING & FIELD
In 2018, our teams engaged in a variety of activities that weren’t officially 
sanctioned by SDP, in addition to supporting their Sister Races. Volunteers used 
their team as a hub for other civic engagement and electoral activities.
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17,500
Doors

15,951+
Dials

43,250
Postcards

201,400
Texts

$211,000+
Raised

972
Hours

638
Hours

4,325
Hours

1,342
Hours

7,277
Total volunteer 
field hours for 
unofficial races

TOTAL VOLUNTEER FUNDRAISING & FIELD
Overall, in 2018 our teams raised almost $1,000,000 and made over 1 million 
voter contact attempts in the field for Democratic candidates and causes.
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65,388
Doors

176,093+
Dials

316,361
Postcards

480,150
Texts

$974,443+
Total raised

FIELD PROGRAM GROWTH
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DOORS DIALS POSTCARDS TEXTS

2017

2018

300,000

225,000

150,000

75,000

30,488
47,888

82,640

160,142

40,672

273,111

182,000

278,750



CANDIDATE FUNDRAISING GROWTH

$800,000

2017 2018

$352,828

$763,443

$400,000

Our programs have also expanded on every metric since 2017, with a 116.38% 
increase in candidate fundraising over 2017 and a 309.54% increase in the 
number of donations received over 2017.

Year Number of 
Candidates Dollars Number of 

Donations
Average 
Donation Doors Dials Postcards Texts

2017 15 $352,828 8,333 $42.34 30,488 82,640 40,672 182,000

2018 32 $763,443 44,127 $22.37 47,888 160,164 273,111 278,750

Total 47 $1,116,271 52,460 $32.36 78,376 242,804 313,783 460,750



Electoral Success & Impact
DEMOGRAPHICS OF 2018 SLATE
The Sister District 2018 slate was diverse in terms of candidate demographics, 
experience, and geography.
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Total Women LGBTQ POC First-time 

Candidates*
Under 

40 # of States

Sister Races 25 21 3 8 18 9 7 (AZ, CO, WA, 
NH, PA, MI, FL)

& Alums 28 24 3 9 18 9 8 (+DE)

& Digital 
Endorsements 32 28 4 9 21 9 9 (+ME)

* First time running for state legislative office; may have held lower elected position.

WINS & LOSSES
We supported incredibly competitive races in a historically high turnout election 
cycle. Our official candidates won 56% of their races and 100% of our supported 
alums won their races. One digital-only endorsed candidate won her race.
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Total Wins Losses Percent Won Percent Lost

Sister Races 25 14 11 56.0% 44.0%

& Alums 28 17 11 60.7% 30.3%

& Digital 
Endorsements 32 18 14 56.3% 43.8%

CLOSING THE GAP
Closing the gap between D and R performance and competing in places where 
Democrats have not historically competed are just as important as wins and 
losses. Most of our 2018 races were decided by less than 5%.
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# of Races 
Decided by <5%

% of Races 
Decided by <5%

# of Races D 
Outperformed 
Last Midterm D

% of Races D 
Outperformed 
Last Midterm D

% SDP Funds to 
Races <5%

Sister Races 14 58.30% 24* 96.0% 46.17%

& Alums 15 55.56% 27 96.43% 54.74%

& Digital 
Endorsements 17 53.13% 29 90.63% 43.8%

*Margaret Good’s 2/18 special election is the only race that underperformed, which is typical of a special election.



CLOSEST VOTE MARGINS
Many of our 2018 races decided by fewer than 200 votes – a powerful 
reminder that every vote counts.
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104
Votes

171
Votes

EMILY RANDALL

46
Votes

PINKY VARGAS

74
Votes

TINA DAVIS LINDA SANBORN

GROWTH IN SLATE SIZE
In 2018, SDP supported more than double the races, in 7 more states, than in 2017.

40

2017 2018

15

32

20
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CANDIDATE SATISFACTION WITH SDP
We requested candidate feedback and found that candidates and their staffs 
were highly satisfied by the support SDP staff and volunteers provided. 

Question Avg Rating

Satisfaction with SDP fundraising 9.8

Satisfaction with SDP field support 9.5

Satisfaction with SDP volunteers 9.7

Value of SDP fundraising compared with other national groups’ fundraising 9.1

Value of SDP field support compared with other national groups’ field support 8.3

Value of SDP compared with other national groups that offered any support 9.3

Note: 31 people representing 21 campaigns responded. Questions were rated on a 10-point scale.

• 97% of respondents rated SDP’s support superior to other national 
organizations offering support this cycle. 

• 68% of respondents gave SDP a perfect rating of 10 compared to other 
national organizations they worked with this cycle, indicating that they felt that 
SDP was the best of the groups that offered support to their campaign.



CANDIDATE SATISFACTION WITH SDP
“Sister District was vital to helping us accomplish our fundraising goals... Not only that, but they 
filled the gaps in our field program, helping us to reach out to voters who would typically not 
receive much communication from us... I truly believe those two things helped us to not only 
win, but win BIG.” – Jaime Reimers, campaign manager (Winnie Brinks, MI-SD29)

“The benefits of field work in postcards, phone calls and actually knocking on doors was 
beneficial to our overall field program.  The financial support was more than I ever dreamed.  
It allowed us to expand our program in ways we never dreamed possible… Sister District’s 
support made that a reality.” – Tammy Story (Senator, CO-SD16)

“In addition to incredibly successful fundraising efforts (which I cannot understate the value of!), 
SDP provided enough volunteer support to send postcards to our entire universe of turnout 
Democrats. Remote volunteering is hard to do, but SDP found highly productive ways to 
contribute.” – Kelson Northeimer, campaign manager (Kristin Seale, PA-HD168)

“I’ve worked with dozens of organizations over the years that provide support to candidates. 
Not only are they [SDP] providing candidates and their teams support that really doesn’t 
exist for state legislative races, they managed expectations well, and delivered on all of their 
objectives. The fundraising and digital support early on was crucial in showing to statewide and 
other national partners the importance of this race.” – Sheena Kadi, campaign manager (Faith 
Winter, CO-SD24)

“Sister District offers real, practical support in the areas that matter most to a campaign: 
finance & field. Many organizations make promises, but Sister District actually delivers.” 
– Maxwell Doyle, campaign manager (Tammy Story, CO-SD16)

“I love being connected to the larger community of Democrats throughout the nation who 
understand how campaigns work, and provide the concrete support we need for field, 
fundraising, and communications. SDP members don’t mess around - they jump in with both 
feet and get to work, which is exactly how I like to run my campaigns.  SDP is using the power 
of collective action to reduce the negative impact of gerrymandering in the state of Michigan.” 
– Winnie Brinks (Senator, MI-SD29)

“Sister District totally understands what state legislative candidates need to win: financial 
resources and field support. We consider Sister District an entire arm of our organization, 
a powerhouse group that’s allowed us to reach thousands of voters and have the financial 
resources not only to run the campaign we’ve wanted to run, but also to be excellent team 
players with our state Senate Democratic caucus.  Simply put, Sister District allowed us to 
compete in ways we wouldn’t have been able to otherwise. And they’re an absolute delight! 
The energy is infectious, and it really makes us realize that what we’re doing is important not 
only in the state of Michigan, but to build the bench moving forward. We’re all connected, and 
we’re all in this together.” – Mallory McMorrow (Senator, MI-SD13)



Volunteer Statistics
TEAM GROWTH
As of January 1, 2019, SDP had 76 total teams/affiliates across states. We saw 
a net gain of 37 new teams and affiliates in 2018.
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Year Number of 
Teams

Number of 
Affiliates

Total Teams & 
Affiliates District Captains

Jan 2017 32 7 39 94

Jan 2018 57 19 76 217

EMAIL LIST GROWTH2

*Note: The spike of opt-ins in October 2018 is likely due to a combination of data entry backlog, intentional 
recruiting through digital ads and partnerships, and strategically-timed media appearances by SDP leadership.

35,000

Jan 1, 2018 Jan 1, 2019

20,685

34,316

17,500

Our list of actively subscribed members grew by nearly 15,000 in 2018: 
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7,000
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LIST DEMOGRAPHICS

AGE

GENDER
78.79% Female
*Note: Statistics come from a TargetSmart list match as of 11/29/18 where 24,662 contacts matched (the remaining 
contacts did not match for various reasons).

GEOGRAPHY
Our email list includes volunteers from all 50 states, as well as the Virgin 
Islands, Puerto Rico, and Washington, D.C. The states with the most signups, 
in descending order, are:
 
1. California   4. Washington
2. New York   5. Illinois
3. Massachusetts

TEAM SATISFACTION
We conducted a feedback survey with our team leaders to gauge enthusiasm 
and morale among our teams. We found that most teams are highly satisfied 
with their candidates and contributions to our mission.
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Question Avg Rating 
(Out of 10)

How satisfied are you with the official Sister District candidates you were 
assigned to work with this cycle? 9.1

My team felt good about their work, even for Sister District candidates that 
did not win their races. 8.3

My team feels that they helped move the needle in critical state elections. 8.2

My team feels like a valued part of the Sister District organization. 8.3

My team feels energized to continue working with Sister District in 2019. 8.2

My team feels that Sister District helped to deepen their commitment to civic 
engagement 8.3

Team and social cohesion is a key reason why volunteers stay connected to 
Sister District. Team leaders responded that the two most important factors that 
keep them involved with Sister District are: 1) the volunteers on the team, and 
2) the candidates themselves.
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